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DESCRIPTION:
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1947-1955 1st Series CHEVY/ GMC TRUCK

WIRE IDENTIFICATION / INSTALLATION

ORANGE

12 volt courtesy feed

WHITE

Courtesy ground

TAN
LIGHT BLUE
LIGHT GREEN
YELLOW

Fuel tank sender
Third brake light
Back up lamp feed
LH Turn/brake

DK GREEN

RH Turn/brake

BROWN

Parking lamps

A

B

C

D

Cut this wire near the driver side kick panel and terminate with the cut off portion
using terminal K. Then plug into connector A, maintain color continuity with the
courtesy lamp wires in bag N. Route the other end to the dome lamp. If using a stock
dome lamp, use the appropriate terminals and connectors provided, to match with
your dome lamp connection.
If using a non-stock dome lamp, cut this wire near the driver side kick panel and
terminate with the cut off portion using terminal K. Then plug into connector A,
maintain color continuity with the courtesy lamp wires in bag N. Route the other end
to the dome lamp. If using a stock dome lamp, use the appropriate terminals and
connectors provided, to match with your dome lamp connection.
If using a stock dome lamp, cut this wire near the driver side kick panel and
terminate with terminal B, then plug into connector A, maintain color continuity with
the courtesy lamp wires in bag N.
Route to the fuel tank sending unit, and terminate using boot L, and terminal H.
Connect to the third brake lamp, if equipped.
Connect to the back up lamps, if equipped, using terminals B&D and connectors F&G.
Connect to the LH tail lamp using supplied parts, as shown on sheet 3. Note: boot
assemblies are included for this installation process.
Connect to the RH tail lamp using supplied parts, as shown on sheet 3. Note: boot
assemblies are included for this installation process.
Connect to the tail lamp using supplied parts, as shown on sheet 3. Note: boot
assemblies are included for this installation process.
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LOOSE PARTS FOR THIS KIT
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1947-1955 1st Series CHEVY/ GMC TRUCK

1947-53 Tail lamp w/ directional signal

150 Heller Pl #17 W Bellmawr, NJ 08031
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1954-55 Tail lamp

supplied double
contact connector
supplied tube and
boot assembly
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1947-1955 2nd series CHEVY/ GMC TRUCK

WIRE IDENTIFICATION / INSTALLATION
NOTE: Cameo applications require part number 500485 rear body extension kit. (purchased separately)
ORANGE

12 volt courtesy feed

WHITE

Courtesy ground

TAN
LIGHT BLUE
LIGHT GREEN
YELLOW

Fuel tank sender
Third brake light
Back up lamp feed
LH Turn/brake

DK GREEN

RH Turn/brake

BROWN

Parking lamps

BLACK

Fuel Tank Ground

Cut this wire near the driver side kick panel and terminate with the cut off portion using
terminal K. Then plug into connector A, maintaining color continuity with the courtesy
lamp wires in bag N. Route the other end to the dome lamp. Use terminal C or M on this
wire to connect to the lamp socket. Alternate connections are provided for the dome
lamp, using terminals B & D and connectors A & E.
Cut this wire near the driver side kick panel and terminate with the cut off portion using
terminal K. Then plug into connector A, maintaining color continuity with the courtesy
lamp wires in bag N. Route the other end to the dome lamp. Use terminal C or M on this
wire to connect to the lamp socket. Alternate connections are provided for the dome
lamp, using terminals B & D and connectors A & E.
Route to the fuel tank sending unit, and terminate using boot L, and terminal H.
Connect to the third brake lamp, if equipped.
Connect to the back up lamps, if equipped, using terminals B&D and connectors F&G.
Connect to the LH tail lamp using supplied parts, as shown on sheet 1. Note: boot
assemblies are included for this installation process.
Connect to the RH tail lamp using supplied parts, as shown on sheet 1. Note: boot
assemblies are included for this installation process.
Connect to the tail lamp using supplied parts, as shown on sheet 1. Note: boot
assemblies are included for this installation process.
Connect to the ground stud on the fuel tank sending unit, and route to a good chassis
ground. Terminate using ring terminal H.

Typical Tail Lamp Assembly
(all except Cameo)
supplied double
contact connector
supplied tube and
boot assembly
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